Nature showcases swarms of animals performing various complex tasks efficiently where capabilities of individuals alone in the swarm are often quite limited. Swarm intelligence is observed when agents in the swarm follow simple rules which enable the swarm to perform certain complex tasks. This decentralized approach of nature has inspired the artificial intelligence community to apply this approach to engineered systems. Such systems are said to have no single point of failure and thus tend be more resilient. The aim of this paper is to put this notion of resilience to the test and quantify the robustness of two swarm algorithms, namely "swarmtaxis" and "FSTaxis". The first simulation results of the effects of introducing an impairment in agent-to-agent interactions in these two swarm algorithms are presented in this paper. While the FSTaxis algorithm shows a much higher resilience to agent-to-agent communication failure, both the FSTaxis and swarmtaxis algorithms are found to have a non-zero tolerance towards such failures.
Introduction
Swarm intelligence is a well studied phenomenon in bees [9] , fireflies [5] , fish [2] etc. One of the most fascinating aspects of swarming behavior is their high tolerance towards loss of individual entities without losing the overall performance of the superorganism. Another noticeable aspect of the system is that swarm entities with very limited abilities work together to perform a much more complex task in a decentralized manner. If successfully implemented in robotics or similar systems, this will similarly lead to the ability of the system to function resiliently. Inspired by natural swarms and its resilience, much effort has been directed at designing systems in a decentralized and self organizing manner for higher resilience and flexibility [1] .
Several studies have been conducted in the past about the aforementioned robustness of swarm intelligent algorithms. In [8] , the authors present an analysis of the BEECLUST algorithm and experimentally verify the robustness of the algorithm by adding agents with impaired temperature sensors. In [4] , the authors perform a comprehensive analysis of the resilience of the swarmtaxis algorithm with respect to failure modes such as IR sensor failure and motor failure. For the purpose of this paper, we consider the ability of a system to perform its overall goals even with suboptimal agent behavior to be its "resilience". In order to approach the topic of resilience of the algorithms in a comprehensive manner, we need to consider all the capabilities of the individuals of a swarm and how their failure could affect the overall goals of the swarm. Broadly speaking about functional components in any robotic system, they can be categorized into communication systems, sensors and actuators. Failure of each of these systems can affect swarms in different ways. In this paper, we will concentrate on agent-to-agent communication failures and its effects on the overall swarm behavior.
This study is part of project subCULTron [13] which aims at developing a swarm of autonomous underwater robots to perform environmental measurements and monitoring. One of the subtasks that has been identified is the swarm being able to follow a gradient. This motivation leads the authors to investigate swarm intelligent behaviors which can be used to navigate a group of robots from a starting point to a predefined goal. Since the robots are operating underwater in a real world scenario, in order to avoid the loss of robots, it has to be stressed that the robots need to be connected directly or indirectly at all times. Since this paper deals with the effects of communication behavior on the overall swarm performance, we have to clarify what kind of communication is available on the robotic platforms we are working with. Classic long range underwater communication is mainly based on acoustics. However, acoustics are expensive and susceptible to interference and cross talk especially when a swarm of robots need to communicate with one another. Therefore, we will use a local communication method, blue-light communications, where we exchange small packets of modulated blue-light signals. The range of such a communication device has been tested to be around one meter under water. Keeping the limited communication bandwidth and also the possibility of loss of packets, our algorithms and tasks must be resilient to failure in agent-to-agent communication. The rest of the paper is dedicated to the selection and resilience test of two swarm intelligent algorithms.
In the following sections of the paper, we will briefly describe how the algorithms under consideration work (section 2), then in the section on methods (Section 3), we will establish a method by which we will simulate failures of the communication devices and also define performance parameters. Subsequently, we will present the results (Section 4) and discuss them (Section 5) before concluding the paper (Section 6).
Algorithms
Algorithms for collective navigation and foraging problems are the most investigated fields in swarm intelligence [15] [6] [11] . These algorithms that are inspired by natural swarms, can be broadly subdivided into pheromone based navigation [14] , navigation based on physical robot chains [19] , navigation based on signaling [3] [17] and navigation based on pheromonelike gradients [10] [7] which can be considered to be a combination of navigation based on explicit signaling, pheromones, and robot chains. In [14] , the authors use a combination of cameras and LEDs to project virtual pheromone trails which "evaporate" with time. Such global observation based algorithms are evidently not suitable for an underwater environment where global observation is expensive and difficult to implement. In [19] , the authors use immobile robots as "chains" from the "food" to the "nest" which is a navigation algorithm based on physical robot chains. Considering that the range of blue-light communication mechanism is low, a large number of robots will be needed to form "beacons" which would then act as a navigation landmarks for moving robots. Therefore, such an implementation is also infeasible for subCULTron and similar underwater projects. In the approach used by [10] and [7] , the authors present algorithms in which a value is exchanged between robots and this value acts as a gradient which enables the robots to navigate between the 'food source" and the "nest". This can be viewed as a combination of using explicit signaling and physical robot chains as a means to emulate the function of a pheromone trail. This approach also has disadvantages with respect to scalability as it would need a large number of robots for a longer trail. In the taxis approach presented in [3] and [17] , the authors use a single bit ping as a signaling mechanism in their algorithms to achieve gradient taxis and source localization respectively. This approach seems to be the most suitable for underwater environments where robots need to stay cohesive and connected. Henceforth, we will be concentrating on approaches which employ a single ping communication between agents.
As discussed in Section 1, the underwater environment introduces additional constraints over and above the widely accepted swarm intelligence criteria [16] . These additional constraints are as follows:
1. Algorithms must involve cohesive movement of agents.
2. Algorithms must involve purely local communication.
3. Algorithms must aim at navigating a swarm from a starting point to the goal.
The swarmtaxis algorithm [3] and the FSTaxis [17] algorithm are two algorithms which fulfill all of the above criteria. They are similar to each other in some aspects which include the utilization of a single ping, purely local communication etc. The main difference between these algorithms is that the swarmtaxis algorithm uses a technique that forces all the agents to be connected to its neighbors while FSTaxis demands no such constraint. Despite few differences, largely, the algorithms are comparable to each other thus enabling us to use the performance parameters we designed for this comparison. In this section, we will look into each of these algorithms in detail.
The swarmtaxis algorithm
The swarmtaxis algorithm [3] uses a differential movement to navigate a swarm to the goal. Each of these agents is equipped with a communication device to emit a single bit, a long range sensor to sense the goal, a local communication device to sense the pings (single bit communication) emitted by other agents and an avoid sensor to detect its surroundings. The "source" or "goal" can be occluded from one agent by another agent. If an agent is occluded by another agent from the source, it is said to be in "shadowed" mode; otherwise, it is in "illuminated" mode. The "avoid radius" of those agents in shadowed mode is lesser than those in illuminated mode. This means that an agent in illuminated mode can detect agents in shadowed before the latter can detect the former. While implementing the swarmtaxis algorithm, each agent is allowed to be in one of the following states: "forward","coherence", "avoid" or "random". All agents are set to the "forward" state by default and each agent chooses one of the other states depending on certain conditions. When the agent detects a drop in the number of locally connected agents below the entire population of the swarm, it enters the "coherence" state. Alternatively, when the agent detects a rise in the number of connected agents, it enters the "random" state. When an agent detects another agent within its "avoid radius", it enters the avoid state. The behavior of agents in each of these states is as follows:
1. "Forward" state: The agent moves straight ahead at a constant speed.
"Coherence" state: The agent executes a 180
• turn and then enters into the "forward" state.
3. "Random" state: The agent takes a random turn and then enters into the "forward" state.
4. "Avoid" state: The agent takes a turn in the opposite direction with respect the agent it detected within its avoid radius and then enters the "forward" state.
The FSTaxis algorithm
The Firefly and Slime mold Taxis (FSTaxis) algorithm [17] is an emergent gradient taxis algorithm inspired by the communication strategy used by slime mold and fireflies. In the FSTaxis algorithm, each agent has three communication states: "pinging", "refractory" and "inactive". Each of the agents has an internal countdown timer whose value is associated with its position in the environmental gradient and each agent has basic motoring capabilities. During the execution of the algorithm, all agents are set to inactive mode. In the inactive mode, the agent only checks for incoming single bit local communication (pings). When an agent receives a ping or the agent's internal timer counts down to zero, it broadcasts a ping (or 1 bit communication) for a certain duration, say t p . Immediately as the agent receives a ping, apart from relaying the ping, the agent moves towards this incoming ping. After t p , the agent enters the refractory mode. During refractory time, t r , the agent ignores all incoming pings. After the refractory time, the agent sets itself back to inactive mode. The cycle continues when the agent receives another ping or when its internal timer counts down to zero before it gets a ping. The above mentioned behavior results in "scroll waves" [12] propagating through the swarm. Since pinging can be caused by either an agent receiving a ping or by an agent's internal timer counting down to zero, the agents with low timer values will hijack the communication frequency of the entire swarm and force the swarm to ping at hijacker's frequency and also forces the rest of the swarm to move towards the hijacker. This movement results in a collective gradient ascent or descent, depending on the scaling of the gradient value. Thus, gradient taxis is a result of an emergent tendency of the swarm to move against the scroll waves emerging from single bit communications between agents. A typical run of the FSTaxis algorithm in simulation is shown in Figure 2 (b). For more details on FSTaxis, please refer to the paper on the FSTaxis algorithm [17] .
It is clear from the description above that the communication module needed in the FSTaxis algorithm is only the device needed to send and receive pings. This communication module on each agent is responsible for communicating a single ping to the surrounding agents. In Section 3.1, we will discuss how we simulate failure of such a communication device.
This algorithm enables a group of agents to move together towards the goal (or source). The goal in the case of the swarmtaxis algorithm is a quantity that can be measured by means of a long range sensor. For example, a light source can be the goal for the swarmtaxis because it can be measured using a long range sensor and can be occluded from some agents by other agents. Since the illuminated agents see the shadowed agents before the latter can see the former, this results in the illuminated agents moving away from shadowed agents which is in fact, the direction of the goal. A typical run in the swarmtaxis algorithm is shown in Figure  2 (a). As discussed above, the "coherence" state of the swarmtaxis algorithm keeps the agents together. After the initial publication [3] , the authors presented a method where the entire swarm needed to be connected for the swarm to consistently move forward towards the goal without entering the "coherence" state. In later modifications of the swarmtaxis algorithm [21] [4] , the authors presented improved version (β and ω versions) of the algorithm, where the agents were required to communicate more than a single ping in order to reliably work. In this paper, we will therefore consider the basic algorithm presented in [3] , and based on the connectivity study presented in [21] , we will present the improvement in resilience due to the relaxation of the connectivity constraint α.
Methods
In this section, we describe how we simulated 1 failures in the algorithms of interest and also which performance measures we used to study the effects of agent-to-agent communication failure in each of these algorithms. The parameters used for simulation are the same as those used in [17] and [3] for FSTaxis and swarmtaxis respectively. In order to ensure fair comparison, a common communication range of 3 patches (distance unit in Netlogo) and an agent velocity of 0.5 patches per time step has been used for agents in both algorithms. The initial distribution of agents around the starting point is a uniform distribution. In order to minimize run to run differences and enable appropriate comparison, the same starting point and ending point are used for all experiments conducted henceforth for both algorithms.
Simulating failures
In Section 2, we discussed briefly about each algorithm and we saw that, in both of these algorithms, agents use a single bit communication method to let the surrounding agents know of their presence. A failure in the communication device would mean that the other agents will not detect the presence of the failed agent. The illustration of such a case in the FSTaxis algorithm and in the swarmtaxis algorithm is shown in figures 3 and 4 respectively. In order to simulate this failure, we used a probability based roll of a dice each time the agent attempts to communicate and decided whether the communication should fail or not. Then, we increased this failure probability progressively and, for each failure probability, we collected 100 data sets in order to have substantial data to support our conclusions. In the following subsection, we discuss data collection during each simulation run and why each parameter is suitable to analyze the performance of the swarm. Figure 3: A scenario of ping failure in the FSTaxis algorithm. Agent 1, triggered by its internal counter, broadcasts a ping. The arrows represent the relaying of that ping to those agents whose communication device can detect this ping (represented by dotted circles for agents 5 and 2). Agent 2 is normal and relays the ping to the nearby agents. Agent 5 (black color) has a malfunction in its communication module and hence does not relay the ping to agents 6 and 7. Agent 6 gets the ping via agent 4 and that ping is in turn relayed to agent 7. Figure 3 illustrates an event of ping failure in the FSTaxis algorithm. Agent 1, triggered by its internal counter, broadcasts a ping. The arrows represent the relaying of that ping to the agents whose communication device can detect this ping. Agent 2 is normal and relays the ping to the surrounding agents. Agent 5 (black color) has a malfunction in its communication module and hence does not relay the ping to agents 6 and 7. This makes agent 5 invisible to the other agents in the surroundings and in effect, the "original" ping direction is misunderstood by agent 6. The result is that Agent 7 does not move at all, while agent 6 incorrectly moves towards agent 4. Figure 4 illustrates two scenarios of ping success and failure in the swarmtaxis algorithm.
Ping failure in FSTaxis

Ping failure in swarmtaxis
In Figure 4 (a), a successful scenario of pinging agents within a range is shown. The circle represents a range within which all agents can communicate with each other. In Figure 4 (b), a failed scenario of pinging is shown. Agent 1 (black) has a malfunction and hence does not broadcast the ping to the other agents in range. Since the swarmtaxis algorithm is based on counting the number of connected agents, a failed ping means that the other agents in range (agents 2, 3, 4, 5) register a decrease in number of connected agents.
Performance measures
In this subsection, we describe several observer level performance parameters which can be used to quantify the resilience of each algorithm as well as to compare the algorithms with each other.
Time performance
One of the intuitive performance measures that points directly to the performance of the swarm is the time or number of iterations the swarm takes to "converge" to the goal. We define "convergence" as the centroid of the swarm reaching the goal. The"time to convergence" for different probabilities of failure is measured for comparison with the other runs. This is a very intuitive way of penalizing runs which take longer than the baseline time for the respective algorithm. A typical run with no communication failure takes on average 2,000 iterations for the FSTaxis algorithm and 10,000 iterations for the swarmtaxis algorithm. The standard deviation of the number of iterations for each of these algorithms does not exceed 200 iterations. The difference in the averages of iterations does not imply worse performance as the number of iterations are dependent on step size of individual agents and other parameters. During experimentation with communication failure, it is possible that the swarm never converges to the goal. In order to prevent infinite run time, keeping in mind the mean and standard deviation of the number of iterations typically needed for convergence, we limited the number of iterations to 10 times the number of iterations a swarm needs to converge to the goal with all functions intact. Thus, the iteration limit is 100,000 iterations for the swarmtaxis algorithm and 20,000 iterations for the FSTaxis algorithm. Therefore the time performance, normalized against its own ideal performance, can thus be represented as per Equation 1. time perf ormance = number of iterations iteration limit (1)
Optimal path and deviation
From Figures 2(b) and 2(a) it is evident that the typical trajectories of the centroid of the swarm (hereafter referred to as "centroid trajectory") for both algorithms do not follow a straight path from the starting point to the goal. Assuming that the optimal path is a straight line joining the starting point to the goal, experiments with faulty agent-to-agent communication modules show that the centroid trajectory has a tendency to swerve away from the optimal path. Therefore, the deviation of the centroid trajectory from the optimal path has some information about suboptimal swarm behavior. Following this logic, we consider the error between the actual path and the optimal path to be a performance measure of the swarm. Figure 5 shows an illustration of deviation of a centroid trajectory from the displacement vector. Here, "start" block represents the starting point − → S = (x s , y s ) of the swarm and "goal" block represents the goal
). The free drawn line traces the actual trajectory τ of the centroid of the swarm and the ideal path can be represented as a vector − → D. The trajectory τ can be represented as set T of point vectors in cartesian coordinates that the centroid of the swarm passed through during the actual runs. For each failure probability p k , we conducted 100 runs and obtained the set of all centroid trajectories, O k , and, for each run, we obtained a set τ kj which contains points T kji . τ kj corresponds to the trajectory in the k th failure probability and j th run and T kji corresponds to one point in the centroid trajectory of the i th iteration in the j th run with k th failure probability. Subsequently, the projection of the point vector D kji of the point vector
Furthermore, the error vectors, obtained as shown in Equation 5 , can be used to represent the deviation from the optimal path. From all the computed error vectors, the root mean square error E rms kj can be obtained across a single run from start to goal as per Equation 6 . E rms kj represents a window of operation for the centroid trajectory of the swarm for runs with a certain p k . The optimal window of operation is the range of E rms 0j for all runs with zero probability of failure. Therefore, the set of all E rms kj for a particular p k , say ε k , as formulated in Equation 7 can be represented on a box-plot to visualize how the window of operation shifts with changing p k . Figure 5 : Illustration of the deviation of a swarm centroid trajectory from the straight line passing through (x s , y s ) and (x g , y g ). The "start" block represents the starting point of the swarm and "goal" block represents the end point of the swarm. The free drawn line represents the actual trajectory 'T' of the swarm and the displacement vector is considered as the ideal path 'D'. Points T 1 , T 2 etc. represent samples from the swarm trajectory and e 1 , e 2 etc. are the distance of points on T to corresponding points on D.
Results
In order to minimize run to run differences, the same starting point − → S and goal − → G are used for all 100 runs for each p k . Also, agents in both algorithms move with the same individual step size = 0.5 units, where one unit is unit length in cartesian coordinates. Figure 6 shows the performance parameter t perf ormance and how it changes as the probability of failure increases. We see that t perf ormance saturates as maximum allowed iterations are reached. Time performance saturates rapidly for the swarmtaxis algorithm, while the FSTaxis shows a wider range of operation before t perf ormance saturates. Figures 8 and 9 show the distribution of mean square errors (E rms ) of the centroid trajectory with respect to the optimal path 'D' of a swarm executing the FSTaxis algorithm and the swarmtaxis algorithm respectively. We see that as the probability of failure increases, the median and spread of E rms increases for the FSTaxis algorithm, while it remains more or less constant for the swarmtaxis algorithm. It is also important to note the "outliers" in the box-plot Figure 6 : Performance parameter, t perf ormance and how it changes as the probability of failure increases. The presented data is based on 1000 simulation runs (100 runs per p k ). Figure 7 : Percentage of runs of each algorithm that converged to the goal with increasing probability of failure. The presented data is based on 1000 simulation runs (100 runs per p k ).
Time performance
Root mean square error
as they also contribute to the increasing spread of the distribution. The increasing deviation from the optimal path, or, in other words, the increasing range of root mean square error, shows the increasing deviation of the swarm centroid from the optimal path. This means that the "window of operation" (as defined in Section 3) widens as the ping loss increases for the FSTaxis algorithm. Those probabilities with more than 50% non-converging runs are marked as "non-converging runs".
Discussion
From figures 7 and 6, we observe a "Resilient operating limit"(ROL) of failure probabilities p k . In Figure 7 , the percentage of runs of each algorithm that converged to the goal for the FSTaxis algorithm is consistently 100% until p k = 70%, while the swarmtaxis algorithm tolerates only 5% failure probability for 100% convergence. Therefore, for the FSTaxis algorithm, ROL of p k = Figure 8 : Distribution of root mean square error of centroid trajectory of a swarm executing FSTaxis. Those probabilities of failure with more than 50% non-converging runs are marked as "non-converging runs". The red '+' signs represent the root mean square error of a single run among the total 1000 (100 runs per p k ) runs. Figure 9 : Distribution of root mean square error of centroid trajectory of a swarm executing swarmtaxis. Those probabilities of failure with more than 50% non-converging runs are marked as "non-converging runs". The red '+' signs represent the root mean square error of a single run among the total 1000 (100 runs per p k ) runs. 70%, while for the swarmtaxis algorithm, ROL of p k = 5%. The reason for this limited ROL of the swarmtaxis algorithm is that the swarmtaxis algorithm needs all the members of the swarm to be connected to each other in order to avoid losing swarm members. In the paper [3] , we see that the α value (connected swarm members) is set to the population of the swarm. This constraint makes the swarm enter repeatedly into "coherence" state which drives the swarm away from the goal. As the probability of failure increases, the probability of at least one agent not being connected to the rest of the swarm increases drastically and, hence the swarm remains in coherence state. In contrast, the reason for high resilience of the FSTaxis algorithm is that the behavior of the swarm is not based on the number of pings received, but rather on the presence of a ping. Even if a high amount of pings are lost due to agents failing to relay it further, due to the presence of some incoming pings, the agents move towards it. This is not always the correct direction for successful gradient taxis, but nevertheless has some information about the gradient due to the sole origin of pings being from the agent at the local gradient extrema. Therefore, the swarm takes many unnecessary steps swinging away from the optimal path, but still it manages to reach the goal each time even with a very high ping loss. In [21] and [4] , the authors present a modified swarmtaxis algorithm and experiment with various α values, that is, they relax the connectivity criteria presented in [3] . Such an approach intuitively will reduce the number of transitions into the "coherence" state and therefore slightly improve the ROL but the basic state transition is still based on a polling method.
From Figure 8 , it can be inferred that the median of root mean square error of the FSTaxis algorithm increases with increasing probability of failure. A swarm operating with high probability of failure p k has a very irregular movement around the optimal path in contrast to the exemplary run of the FSTaxis algorithm shown in Figure 2 (b). This is due to the fact that pings that originate from the agent whose internal trigger counts out are lost as shown in Figure 3 . As a result, the agents in the swarm either do not get the pings or get the pings via other agents whose communication mechanism is working. This in turn causes the agents to move towards the incoming ping and hence, in a suboptimal direction as compared to the goal. These suboptimal movements explain the increase in spread of root mean square error signified by the median and quartile shift. We also see more outlying data points (Figure 8 ) as compared to the runs with lower probability of failure due to the same reason mentioned above. It is remarkable that even with a very high amount of ping loss, the swarm manages to find the goal most of the time as shown in Figure 7 .
Conclusion
From the above sections, evidently, the FSTaxis algorithm exhibits resilient behavior even with a high ping loss. The reason for the high resilience of the FSTaxis algorithm is the ping relaying mechanism (borrowed from slime mold and fireflies) as described in Section 2. This mechanism increases the probability of pings being relayed reliably despite ping loss. The communication mechanism of FSTaxis can be implemented in other swarm robotic algorithms or even for multi-robot systems where communication is crucial to goal achievement.
The operating range of the swarmtaxis algorithm is cut short to a resilient operating range -0 < p k < 0.05 due to the algorithm repeatedly driving the swarm into "coherence" mode. In [21] , the authors present various techniques to ensure connectivity and avoid unnecessary state transitions into"coherence" state. However, these modifications do not retain the 1-bit communication feature which is a strong argument for underwater swarms since communication is expensive and subject to noise.
For projects like subCULTron which aim at developing algorithms in environments where communication is costly, the FSTaxis can be employed for its resilience. Since the behavior of swarmtaxis algorithm is not tightly coupled with the polling mechanism it employs, one very interesting question at this point is "What would be the result if one were to implement the communication strategy of the FSTaxis algorithm in swarmtaxis?". The authors have published [18] a modified swarmtaxis algorithm to employ the communication method of FSTaxis based on the research presented in this paper.
